
laser) and Ulthera. We are

also considering adding an

RF-based skin tightening

machine to our tools. The focus

olour practice is predominately

facial rejuvenation so they

are also a number of other

machines designed to target

the bodywhich we dont have

at out practice but that are

available to those who do

offer body treatments. Skin

clarity and uniformity is a key

component in any anti-ageing

plan and whereas in the past

you would go to a plastic or

cosmetic surgeon for injectibles

or surgical work and a dermal

therapist or dermatologist

for skincare and treatments,

the divide has now blured.
In some respects both camps

were concerned they might
lose clients to the other side

but nowadays itt such an open

plqytrg field that cross-referral

is common. The emphasis

should always be on what is

best for the cfient and if they

require something you cant or

don't provide then you must

refer them to the best person to

help them.

l#,"3Sfi91*q!^trSr When I fust

started out the only injectible

for use was collagen. This

AWIGM
hen I started my practice in 1,996 the cosmetic medicine fieid was

a very different place. The three areas which have undergone the

greatest change are: dermal therapy, injectibles and surgery.

*5ffii*6.e{- ?Hffiffi,fu,ffY: When I started my pracicein7996
dermal therapists had very few tools in their toolbox. They could

do facials and some laser work but on the whole lasers were mainly

the remit of medical professionals, such as dermatologists. This is

no longer the case as technology has developed at such a rate that

we now have dozens of lasers, lPLs and skin tightening devices on the market. Our dermal therapist

at Silkwood utilises IPL, SkinTl.te RF skin tightening, Fractionated Laser (Sciton Pro Fractional

field has grown exponentially

since then. Botox has become

a household name and the

popularity of Dysport, the

hyaluronic acid-based fillers

such as Resrylane, Juvederm
and EstheLis and the poly-L
lactic acid-based Sculptra and

Radiesse continues to grow

more than ever. We now have

evolution of cosmetic medicine.
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;o many different types of injectible we have gone from simply

,ine-filling to volume adjustment and contouring to not only create

r more youthfi.rl look but also beautify the face. Ultimately facial

rgeing is more about altered contours than any one specific wrinlde. I
rm not discounting for a minute the ageing effects of lots ofwrinkles

from smoking, genetics, thin skin, sun damage etc, but by contouring

the face and addressing skin clarity in tandem the overall anti-ageing

and beauti$ing effect is outstanding.

S{3ffiGERYr Cosmetic surgery is almost unrecognisable from

my eaAy days in the industry. It has undergone a paradigm

shift of epic proportions and changed the way we do things as

surgeons. It used to be tightening and reductive as ageing was

thought to be due to sag and therefore ifyou removed the sag

(e.g. in upper and lower lids or jowls) you treated.the problem.

ln all fairness that's all anyone knew how to do at the time, but it
altered people rather than rejuvenated them. This is why there are

so many weird-looking results from past surgeries and continue

to be because a lot of the time the frst surgery sets how things

are going to be for the rest of the time. We have since eschewed

the reductive and tightening way oflooking at things and now

concenffate on volume, contours and softness, We are able to do

this because technology has developed to help us achieve this,look.

Modern skin tightening devices are able to create tension deep in

the skin to tighten the muscles and create a lifted effect. Along

with the muscle goes a lot of the fat so the contour.is tlen set a

litde bit higher. We also now do fat transfer which has brought

an enormous change to the success ofour results over the last ten

years. We transfer fat very frequendy, pretry much anyvhere on

the face. Fat transfer is more

commonly done at the same

time as other surgeries than as

a one-off. Ifsomeone requests

facial augmentation of some

nature then initiallywe would

do it with something out of
a vial because it's quickeq

cheap and more convenient but if someone is already having

surgery for face, eyes or nose, etc we very often take some fat from

the inside of the thigh or knee, refine it and re-inject it. When

re-injecting fatyou are injecting around a million stem cells per

cc so it has huge benefits for the skin. Interestingly for quite a few

years, a lot of us who were doing fat transfer werent necessarily

doing anlthing to the patients'skin but their s(n was improving

^nyway. 
No-one really understood why and itt only really become

apparent in more recent years as various concePts have been

discussed. One is thatyou are injecting stem cells and the other is

that you are injecting fibroblasts (the major cell in the skin) which

produce collagen, elastin and hyaluronic acid.

As the sector evolves we can expect surgery to retain a

very important role. A lot of the things dermal therapists and

injectible doctors do is preventative and to a large degree also

therapeutic, but there are lots ofpeople who have not been able

to avail themselves ofthose preventative measures over the years

and rre significandy sagged and in these cases the oriy way

to restore a youthful look is with surgery. There is a younger

generation ofpatients coming through who have access to these

preventative measures which have only really been available

for the last decade or so. Getting in early with skin tightening

devices, anti-wrinkle injections and volumising injectibles before

they droop too much will certainly help them delay or put off
surgery for as long as possible.

Unfortunately we cannot underestimate the individual

vaiabitty of how we all age in the fust place thanks to genetics

etc, so even though some people will do everlthihg by the book

and get regular injections and treatments, eat and exercise well and

live a relatively healthy life they will seem to age faster than others

due to their genetic lottery. The same works in reversel if we take

Kate Moss for example, from what we see and read she hardly

has the healthiest oflifestyles and regularly smokes, drinls and

sunbathes, but thanks to her great genetics she has aged very well.

Fortunately for the majority of the population we will probably

be able to put off doing the more drastic forms of surgery just by

sticking to a healthy principals and preventative measures.

Luckily attitudes are more open about cosmetic medicine

these days so people arent penalised for having work done. The

appetite for news about celebrity cosmetic surgery is insatiable

but in all honesty it's the ones whose work goes.uonoticed that

obviously have a good surgeon or practitioner. If done, work

should be almost imperceptible but the person should look

rested, youthfirl and more beautifirl. One case in point is Helen

Mirren. I believe she has more than likely had a couple of face

a-lif.t9 
b;rt unQrtunately she is one of those celebrities who deny it

:outright anif actively swear they are anti-cosmetic surgery. I wish

some celebrities would just say they arent willing to discuss that

topic rather than choose to denounce it outright. A few years

ago Maggie Alderson in the Sydney Morning Herald wrote an

article asking people to age gracefully and quoted Helen Mirren

as a perfect example of doing just this. I felt compelled to write

to Maggie asking if she really believed that Mirren hadnt had

anlthing done. It seems so obvious to me, especially when

you look at photos ofher in her Prirne Sus?ect d^ys, compared

with photos of her now. It's such a shame because it makes

people believe that looking as good as she does now is perfecdy

achievable naturally, which creates an insecurity complex in some

people. It send out a false message to people when so many

celebrities actively deny the work they've had. On the whole we

must realise that most of them are getting extremely good work

and numerous injectibles done on a regular basis - there is no

way they could look as good as they do without them.

C ontact:,toto,ut. ilku o o dme dic a l. com. aa

"Cosmetic surgery is almost unrecognisable from my
early days in the industry. It has undergone a paradigm
shift of epic proportions and changed the way we do
things as surgeons."
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